Dear readers,

there's no summer break in sight, because numerous events and activities are going to happen in the next weeks: Automated Mobility will be a very present theme in autumn - on a national level as well as on an international one. C-Roads presenting new developments and the next ITS conference is knocking on our doors.

Read below what you'll have to expect in autumn.

Follow us on our social media channels to stay up to date!

Enjoy reading,
Your AustriaTech editorial team

Mobility Innovations

AustriaTech supports innovation processes that deal with current and future challenges within the mobility system. These require new approaches, solutions and system changes. >>> more

C-Roads continues to evolve

C-Roads not only welcomed two new core members in the C-Roads platform project, the platform is also taking the next step in harmonisation together with the European initiative DATEX II. >>>more

"Fulfilling ITS Promises" – This was the 13th European Congress

In June 2019 the ITS European Congress took place in Eindhoven. The congress, organized by ERTICO–ITS Europe, offered participants the opportunity to get to know and actively discuss the latest developments in the ITS sector. Once again AustriaTech participated in the congress on current ITS developments and projects. >>>more

ITS World Congress 2019

According to the theme "Smart Mobility, Empowering Cities" there will be plenary and interactive sessions and a dynamic exhibition to give the opportunity to network and share knowledge about transport technology at the ITS World Congress in Singapur (21th-25th of October). >>> preliminary program

Tip

- Automated Vehicle Symposium 15th - 18th of July (Orlando, FL) - Meet with representatives from automated vehicles technology companies showcasing the new products and services and shaping the future of mobility
During the European Mobility Week from 16th - 19th of September, the Swiss Mobility Arena will take place in Bern to discuss the present and future of mobility and thus support the transformation of mobility.

Within the Swiss Mobility Area AustriaTech will organise a session called the "City Dialogue Automated Mobility" on 17th of September in Bern.
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